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ABSTRACT

Resumo

Stafne bone defect or mandibular bone depression is
defined as a bone developmental defect usually filled
with soft or salivary gland tissue. Lingual posterior
variant incidence is less than 0.5%. We reported a
case of an 80 years old Asian female asymptomatic
patient who underwent routine panoramic
radiographic examination and a radiolucent area
in mandible was noticed as an incidental finding,
with initial provisional diagnosis of traumatic bone
cyst, aneurysmal bone cyst and lingual mandibular
bone defect. The patient was then referred to
multislice computed tomography and magnetic
resonance imaging. Computed tomography showed
a hypodense area with discontinuity in mandible
base. Magnetic resonance imaging demonstrated
a hyperintense image eroding mandibular body
in contact with submandibular gland, which
corresponded to fatty tissue and due to these
imaging findings, the final diagnosis was lingual
mandibular bone defect. Although the defect is a
benign lesion and interventional treatment is not
necessary, radiolucencies in mandible should be
detailed investigated, due to their radiographic
features that can resemble to other intrabony lesions.
Imaging examinations can provide great defect
details, especially magnetic resonance imaging,
which can allow the identification of glandular
tissue continuity to the mandibular defect.

O defeito ósseo do Stafne ou o defeito ósseo da mandíbula
é definido como uma cavidade óssea geralmente
preenchida com tecido glandular salivar. A incidência
de variante lingual posterior é inferior a 0,5%. Neste
relato, foi descrito um caso de paciente de paciente de
80 anos, etnia asiática e assintomática que foi submetida
a exames radiográficos panorâmicos de rotina no qual
observou-se incidentalmente uma área radiolúcida na
mandíbula. Os diagnósticos iniciais foram de: cisto
ósseo traumático, cisto ósseo aneurismático e defeito
ósseo mandibular. A paciente foi encaminhada para
realização de tomografia computadorizada multislice e
ressonância magnética. A tomografia computadorizada
mostrou uma área hipodensa com descontinuidade
na base da mandíbula. A ressonância magnética
demonstrou uma imagem hiperintensa no corpo da
mandíbula, em contato com a glândula submandibular,
correspondendo a tecido adiposo. Devido a estes
achados imaginológicos, o diagnóstico final foi de
defeito ósseo mandibular. Embora este defeito seja
uma lesão benigna sem necessidade de tratamento
intervencionista, as radiolucências na mandíbula, por
conta de sua semelhança com outras lesões intraósseas,
devem ser devidamente investigadas. Os exames
de imagem podem fornecer detalhes do defeito,
especialmente imagens de ressonância magnética, que
podem permitir a identificação da continuidade do
tecido glandular ao defeito mandibular.
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INTRODUCTION

S

tafne bone cavity or mandibular bone
depression (MBD) is defined as a bone
developmental defect which is filled with soft
tissue, usually salivary gland [1,2] or fat tissue.
MBD may present four different variants:
lingual posterior [3], lingual anterior, lingual
ramus and buccal ramus [4,5]. Lingual posterior
variant incidence is between 0.10% and
0.48% [6] and represents the most frequently
observed variant, with unique imaging features,
particularly due to its classical location: bellow
to the mandibular canal in mandible body.
MBDs were first reported in literature
by Edward Stafne in 1942 [7] and since then,
many hypotheses about MBD etiology have been
postulated [6]. The most accepted hypothesis
suggests that pressure from glandular tissue
may lead to the bone erosion; precisely in the
case of lingual mandibular bone depression
(LMBD), pressure is from submandibular gland
tissue [1,8,9]. However, it was also advocated
that MBDs bone erosion is a result of acquired
vascular lesion [10] or due to incomplete
Meckel cartilage calcification during mandible
ossification [10,11].
Distinct depression contents were
previously described in MBD cavities: the most
usually reported is salivary gland tissue [1,8],
but connective tissue, muscles, blood vessels,
fat and lymphoid tissue have been likewise
noticed [10,12]. However, the diversity of
tissues other than salivary gland tissue could
be explained by accidental tissue displacement
during surgical manipulation [6].
MBDs are typically asymptomatic
[4,13,14], rarely palpated [15] and are
incidental findings in routine radiographic
examinations [4,9,10]. Male patients are more
often affected than female patients [16,17],
mainly before 5th to 6th decades of life [9,11].
Manifold denominations have been adopted
to describe MBDs, such as latent/idiopathic/
developmental bone cavity or cortical
mandibular depression [4].

lesion, but a structural variation in mandible [4].
Nevertheless, regular follow-ups are strongly
recommended [4,18] and biopsy should be
performed only when clinical symptoms are
present or in atypical cases when the diagnosis
is unreliable [2]. The main concern when a
MBD is detected is to distinguish the depression
from other lesions which need interventional
treatment.
In the present case report, it is described a
LMBD in an asymptomatic patient, emphasizing
imaging features in panoramic radiographs,
multislice computed tomography (MCT) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Case report
Case history and clinical findings
A female Asian patient (80 years old) was
referred to the Okayama University Hospital
for further evaluation of a radiolucent area
in left posterior mandible. The lesion was an
incidental finding on a panoramic radiograph.
Patient had no clinical complaints and her
medical history was unremarkable.
Patient
extra-oral
examination
demonstrated absence of facial asymmetry nor
any palpated bulging. Intra oral examination
did not evince any abnormal finding.
Imaging evaluations
The panoramic radiograph revealed a
round-shaped radiolucency in left mandible
body, near to mandible angle and in the third
molar area, bellow mandibular canal, with
well-defined borders and an unilocular internal
appearance. The lesion was homogeneously
radiolucent, had thin discontinuous sclerotic
margins, continuity with mandible base and
measured a 1,21 centimeter in its largest
diameter. The mandibular base cortical was
thinner. No alterations were observed in
the surrounding tissues, such as periosteal
reaction or anatomical structures displacement
(for instance, the mandibular canal), as
demonstrated in Figure 1.

The defect does not require any treatment
[2] since it is not considered a pathological
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Furthermore, MCT coronal slice (figure
3) as well as axial slice (figure 4) demonstrate a
lingual bone put in the defect area. Discontinuity
of the lingual bone is also observed. The
hypodense area did not affect the mandibular
canal nor any periosteal reaction was evinced.

Figure 1 - Panoramic radiography of the case. Note the roundshape radiolucent area in the mandibular body, left side, with
a thin discontinuous sclerotic border and continuity with
mandible border.

For the radiolucent area detected in
panoramic radiograph, a provisional diagnosis
hypothesis was stated. At this point, traumatic
or aneurysmal bone cyst, odontogenic
keratocyst and LMBD were considered. The
patient was then referred to MCT and, at last,
magnetic MRI to detailed investigation.

MRI was performed in a 3 Tesla MRI
system (Siemens Magnetom Skyra, Siemens Munich, Germany) using dedicated head and
neck surface coils. Axial T1 and T2 weighted
images were obtained. The section thickness
was 4mm.
From MRI, T1-weighted images evinced
the soft tissue content in mandible body
area. In axial slice (figure 5), hyperintense
signal was evinced in mandible body, with
similar sign to a surrounding fat tissue area
(figure 5, demarcated area 3). As in figure 5,
figure 6, frontal slice, demonstrates mandible
hypointense cortical markedly interrupted.

Non-contrast-enhanced, high resolution
MCT with 16 slices (Toshiba Activion, Medical
Systems Corporation, Japan) was used for
MCT imaging. Acquisition imaging parameters
were: 0,5 mm slice thickness;1,0mm Spacing
Between Slices; 250 mm field of view; 120kV
peak and 250mA. MCT sagittal slices revealed
a circle-shaped hypodense area, continuous
to the mandible base, with a well-demarcated
hyperdense sclerotic margin (figure 2A).
Evident discontinuity in mandible base
cortical was also noticed in sagittal slices, as
demonstrated in figure 2B.

Figure 3 - Multislice computed tomography coronal slice
demonstrates a hypodense area with lingual pit in mandible
body.

Figure 2 - Multislice computed tomography sagittal images.
Figure 2A shows the circle-shape hypodense area, will-defined,
near to mandible angle, with a visible sclerotic border. Figure
2B shows a hypodense area in another slice, with interruption
of mandible cortical bone at the mandibular base surface.
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Due to the imaging characteristics
demonstrated by MCT complemented by
MRI, it was concluded that the well-defined
radiolucency noticed in panoramic radiograph
was LMBD and other bone lesion varieties
were then disregarded. Bone cavity was clearly
fulfilled by soft tissue, notably continuous to the
submandibular gland, and with a hyperintense
signal similar to fat tissue.
After the final diagnosis of LMBD by MRI
and MCT, patient and his dentist were oriented
to regular follow ups.

Discussion
Figure 4 - Multislice computed tomography axial slice:
hypodense area with lingual pit in mandible body, left area, near
to mandible angle on left side.

Figure 5 - T1-weighted axial slice image evinces hyperintense
area in mandible body (2), left side, with a similar hyperintense
signal to fat tissue (3). Note the submandibular gland area (1).

Figure 5 - T1-weighted coronal image evincing the hyperintense
area in mandible body, left side.
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In the present report, we describe a
case of MBD found in a routine radiographic
examination, in which the final diagnosis
was defined as LMBD after MRI examination
demonstrated the presence of soft tissue in the
defect.
When LMBD was first described by
Stafne, it was pointed that the defect was a
well-defined radiolucent area, located on the
posterior and medial surfaces of the mandible
[7]. Indeed, on panoramic radiographs, MBDs
typically exhibit a radiolucent area [4], with
an oval or round shape (9) and well-defined
limits [9], although ill-defined limits were
also formerly depicted [2]. In the present
report, these imaging features are present and
depression limits are defined by a thin sclerotic
discontinuous border. The LMBD is continuous
to mandible base, as also demonstrated in
a previous report [19], which mandible base
similarly presents discontinuity of its cortical
bone. However, in literature, we also found
reports with thick LMBD margins, continuous
to the mandible base, without any cortical
interruption [20,21]. Furthermore, the present
LMBD report shows a defect with a unilocular
aspect, which is the most usual radiographic
appearance
in
panoramic
radiographs,
although a multilocular defect has already
been demonstrated [2].
Typically
appearing
LMBDs
can
be efficiently diagnosed with panoramic
radiographs [4]. Nonetheless, the major
disadvantage of panoramic radiographs
is the technical limitation inherent to a
two-dimensional examination: the lack
of information about cortical mandible
Braz Dent Sci 2018 Apr/Jun;21(2)
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discontinuation in mandible base or even in
mandible medial surfaces.
Computed tomography can demonstrate
LMBD limits towards mandible margins and
the defect peripheral origin, as well as the
conservation of mandibular lingual cortical,
which are fundamental to exclude hypotheses
of other lesions that requires interventional
treatment, such as traumatic osseous cyst
[20,22], other cystic aggressive bone lesions,
or even malignant lesions [8,23]. In the present
case reported, MCT was also convenient in
establishing a negative relationship between
the LMBD and the mandibular canal.
Notwithstanding,
MCT
is
more
appropriate to bone assessment than soft tissue
evaluation and MBD requires characterization
of the soft tissue internal content of the
defect. Accordingly, MRI is advocate as the
fundamental imaging examination for MBDs
diagnosis [24-26]. The first description of MRI
application in MBDs was in 1999 [26], and
the main advantage of this imaging technique
is the possibility of soft tissue evaluation in
multiple echo sequences, without requiring
contrast material administration [26] and
not exposing the patient to ionizing radiation
[2]. As demonstrated in this paper, MRI can
show the LMBD soft tissues continuous to the
submandibular gland [26] or the defect interior
content, that appears hyperintense on both T1
and T2 weighted sequences [2]. Furthermore,
sialography, not applied in this case, may also
be an alternative in MBDs diagnosis [27], and
it can confirm whether the glandular tissue is
present in the defect [3].
Imaging
diagnostic
hypothesis
in
panoramic radiographs and MCT of MBDs
should include benign and malignant jaw
lesions [20], such as aneurysmal bone cyst
[28], traumatic bone cyst, ameloblastoma [20],
benign tumors of the salivary gland, lipoma,
salivary gland hypertrophy [28], non-ossifying
fibroma, brown tumor of hyperparathyroidism,
osteoporotic bone marrow defect, giant
cell tumor, multiple myeloma, eosinophilic
granuloma, metastatic disease [1,3] and basal
cell nevus syndrome [20].
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Conclusion
In conclusion, imaging examinations can
offer great details of MBDs, especially MRI, due
to the fact that it can allows the professional to
identify the glandular continuity to the defect
or the defect soft tissue content. Furthermore,
MSC can provide the possibility of mandibular
cortical margins evaluation, which is convenient
to MBDs diagnostic, particularly to LMBDs.
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